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This invention relates to a collapsible bag, and more 
speci?cally, to a collapsible bag having flexible walls and 
having means for indicating the level of the contents dis 
posed therein. 
The present invention is particularly suited for use in 

connection with the administration of intravenous solu 
tions. Collapsible plastic ‘bags are frequently used for 
this purpose because, among other things, the walls of 
such bags fold together or collapse under external air 
pressure as the solution drains out, thereby eliminating 
the necessity and possible dangers of introducing air into 
the container as it empties, a practice ordinarily required 
when bottles are used for this purpose because of in 
creasing air pressure resistanw to liquid flow as the rigid 
walled ‘bottle is evacuated. However, because most in 
travenous solutions are clear and because there is no 
clearly defined line of demarcation Where the Walls of a 
partially evacuated collapsible container meet, it is often 
quite difficult to detect the liquid level within a trans 
parent ?exible bag. Thus, in administering a clear intra 
venous solution from a transparent plastic bag, a de?nite 
problem arises in readily determining the quantity of liquid 
remaining in the baa. It is this problem to which the 
present invention is directed. 
A principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a collapsible transparent or semi-transparent bag 
equipped with indicating means which enables a user to 
‘determine the amount of liquid removed from or remain 
ing within the bag without observing the actual level of 
?uid within that bag. Speci?cally, it is an object to pro 
vide a collapsible bag having markings on its transparent 
or semitransparent walls, the markings changing in ap 
pearance as the liquid level within the container drops. 
Other objects will appear from the speci?cation and 
drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view illustrating an embodi 

ment of the present invention; FIG. 2 is an elevational 
view illustrating the collapsible container of FIG. 1 in 
fully emptied condition; 7 
FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of a ?lled bag consti 

tuting a second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIGURE 4 is an elevational view of the bag illustrated 

in FIG. 3 in empty condition; 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of a ?lled bag consti 

tuting a third embodiment of the present invention; 
FIGURE 6 is an elevational view showing the bag of 

FIG. 5 in empty condition. 
In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG 

URES l and 2, the numeral 1%} generally designates a col 
lapsible bag formed from ?exible transparent plastic ma 
terial. The material should have low stretch character 
istics and its flexibility should remain fairly constant over 
the normal range of temperatures at which the bag is 
used. Polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride plastic mate 
rials have been used effectively. 
The term “transparent” as used herein refers to a plas 

tic material having suiheient transparency so that when 
wo sheets of such material are disposed in contiguous 
relation imprints or dark markings on the second sheet 
may be seen through the ?rst sheet. Therefore, while it 
is preferable to form the bag from clear plastic material, 
it is to be understood that semi-transparent or translucent 
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2 
plastics which are “transparent” within the meaning of 
the de?nition given above may also be used. 
The upper end of bag it} is ?attened, sealed and folded 

upon itself to receive a suitable supporting hook 11. At 
its lower end, the bag is provided with a neck 12 which 
forms an outlet for the contents of the bag when the 
integral diaphragm or membrane provided thereby is punc 
tured by a needle. Thus, the bag in the illustration given 
is identical to the intravenous solution bags in common 
use except for those features which will be described 
shortly. If desired, the neck of the bag may be provided 
with a suitable stopper ?xed therein rather than having an 
integrally-formed diaphragm, as is Well understood in 
the art. 
The bag it“? is provided with a pair of opposing and 

imperforate side Walls 13 which are normally spaced apart 
by the fluid contents 14 or“ the bag but which are capable 
of ?exing into contiguous relation as the contents are 
withdrawn. When fully emptied, the bag assumes the 
?at rectangular shape illustrated in FIG. 2, the flattening 
of the side walls against each other ‘being directed by the 
?attened and heat sealed portions at the upper and lower 
ends of the bag. 

In FIG. 1, the bag is shown with its liquid contents 
partially withdrawn so as to illustrate more clearly the 
indicating means of the present invention. The indicat 
ing means essentially comprises a plurality of short hori 
zontal lines 15 imprinted or otherwise applied to opposite 
side walls 13 of the bag. The horizontal markings 15 
are arranged in horizontal groups at diiferent predeter 
mined levels upon the bag and at each level an appropriate 
numerical indicia 36 may be provided to indicate either 
the amount of liquid remaining in the bag or, as in the 
illustration given, the amount of liquid which has been 
withdrawn therefrom. The spaced markings on oppo 
site sides of the bag are staggered in complementary 
fashion. When the walls of the bag are spread apart by 
the ?uid contents therein the markings appear as incom 
plete or broken graduation lines but when the bag has 
been emptied (HG. 2) the side walls are disposed in 
contiguous relation so that the markings upon one wall 
are visible through the outer wall and bridge the spac 
ings between the markings of the latter. 
From the foregoing, it is believed apparent that as liquid 

is withdrawn from the bag and the side walls of that bag 
?ex into contiguous relation the markings 15 which for 
merly appeared as a series of short horizontal lines assume 
the appearance of unbroken horizontal graduation lines. 
External air pressure forces the side walls of the evacu 
ated or partially evacuated container into tight surface 
contact so that the markings upon one side wall simply 
appear as continuations of the markings upon the oppo 
site transparent side wall. The markings is’ are arranged 
at predetermined levels so that when the side walls are 
brought together and the markings at a given level appear 
as a continuous graduation line an attendant or user may 
at a glance determine the approximate amount of liquid 
which has been withdrawn from the bag. For example, 
FIG. 1 illustrates a bag from which at least 100 cubic 
centimeters but i-ess than 200 cubic centimeters have been 
withdrawn since the line at the “lOG” level appears solid 
while the graduation line at the “280” level appears 
broken or composed of a plurality of spaced short lines. 
It is important to note that such a determination of the 
amount withdrawn from the bag (or the amount remain 
ing therein) may be made quickly and easily without in 
specting or attempting to ascertain the actual liquid level 
within the bag. 

Proper registering of the markings as the bag is emp 
ties arises because of the construction of the bag along 
at least one of its edges. In the illustration given, the ?at 
tened upper of the bag is largely responsible for guid 
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ing the side walls into proper relative positions although 
the ?attened lower end construction and the lines of 

eeting of the side walls along the vertical edges of the 
bag contribute to a certain'extent in this regard. De 
pending on the size of the bag and the thickness and ?exi 
bility of the material from which it is formed, one ormore 
edges of the bag must be constructed so as to de?ne a 
fold or ?attened margin ‘between the side walls to insure 
proper registry of the markings upon evacuation of the 
bag. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG 

URES 3 and 4 of the drawings is identical to the struc 
ture already described except that the level indicating 
‘means comprises horizontal groups of curved markings 
vl5’ rather than straight horizontal lines. On one side 
wall of the bag, and spaced semi-‘circular marks face up 
wardly while on the opposite side wall of the bag such 
marks face downwardly. These complementary marks 
combine to de?ne the composite graduation lines shown 
in FIG. 4 when the sidewalls of the transparent bag 
move into contiguous relation upon partial or complete 
removal of the bag’s contents. 
The markings for determining liquid levcl'may also take 

other forms. Thus, in FIG. 5, the markings 15" consti 
tute complementary portions of numerical indicia, the 
complementary portions being imprinted or otherwise 
applied to opposite side walls of the bag. Until the side 
walls of the bag are brought together, these markings ap 
pear as random and meaningless lines. However, when 
the bag is partially or fully collapsed, the complementary 
portions of the numerical indicia appear to merge and 
form the completed numerals illustrated in FIG. 6. In 
this embodiment, the markings not only join to indicate 
the level of the bag’s contents but also serve a secondary 
purpose, such as being the numbers that are the volume 
indicia for the bag. 

In all forms of the invention shown in the drawings 
and described above, the complementary markings of the 
respective side walls of the bags are brought into juxtapo 
sion when those walls are in contiguous relation to de?ne 
distinctive composite markings viewed in part through the 
bag’s transparent walls. Each bag is provided with in— 
complete or discontinuous markings on one side wall 
which appear to merge with similarly incomplete but 
complementary markings on the opposite side wall when 
the bag is partially or completely emptied and which per 
mit a user or attendant to determine quickly and easily 
the approximate liquid level within the bag. 

In the foregoing speci?cation, I have disclosed the 
present invention in connection with a bag for administer 
ing intravenous solutions. For that reason, the volume 
markings increase in magnitude from the upper to the 
lower portions of the bag. By observing the lowest 
merged lines or numbers, an attendant may easily deter 
mine the amount of liquid which has been removed from 
the bag. It is to be understood, of course, that where the 
bag is used to collect rather than administer liquids, such 
as, for example, an evacuated drainage bag for collect 
ing body ?uids, the volume indicia might increase in or 
der in an upward direction. Also, in such a case, the bag 
might have an opening at the top rather than at the bot 
tom; that is, an inverted form of the bag already described. 
Whether the bag is used for collection or administration, 
however, it would in any event be part of a closed system 
wherein air is neither introduced nor expelled therefrom. 

‘While in the foregoing I have disclosed an embodiment 
of the present invention in considerable detail for pur 
poses of illustration, it will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that many of these details may be varied with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In a collapsible air-evacuated bag formed of ?exible 
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4 
transparent plastic material and equipped with indicating 
means for indicating the level of the contents thereof, said 
bag having a pair of opposing side walls capable of as 
suming a spaced-apart relation when said bag is ?lled 
and of ?exing into contiguous relation when the contents 
of the bag are withdrawn, said indicating means compris 
ing complementary markings upon the respective side walls 
of said bag, said side walls being ?attened together along 
at least one edge of said 'bag for the guiding of said 
side walls into register with each other as the contents of 
said bag are withdrawn and for thereby bringing said com 
plementary markings into juxtaposition to de?ne distinc 
tive composite markings visible through the bag’s trans 
parent walls. I 

2. In a collapsible air-evacuated bag formed of ?exible 
transparent plastic material ‘and provided with indicating 
“means for indicating the level of the contents thereof, 
said bag having a pair of opposing side walls and having 
an opening for the passage of ?uid between the interior 
and exterior of said bag, ‘said walls being capable of ‘as 
suming a spacedéapart relation when said bag is ‘?lled 
and of ?exing into contiguous relation ‘when the ?uid 
contents thereof are withdrawn, said side walls being 
?attened together along at least one edge of the bag for 
the guiding of said side walls into register with each 
other as said contents are withdrawn, said indicating 
means comprising portions of graduation markings at pre 
determined levels ‘along the surfaces .of said side walls, 
said portions of said markings at the same levels along 
the respective side walls being complementary to ‘each 
other and being brought into juxtaposition to de?ne com 
ple'te graduation markings visible through said side walls 
when said side walls ?ex into contiguous relation and into 
register with each other upon the withdrawal of the 
contents of said bag. 

3. The structure of claim 2 in which said comple 
mentary portions of said graduation markings are 'hori 
zontally spaced apart at predetermined levels upon each 
side wall. 

4. ‘In a collapsible bag formed of ?exible and sub 
stantially non-stretchable transparent plastic material, 
said bag having ?attened upper and lower ends and hav 
ing a pair of imperforate side walls normally spaced apart 
by the contents of said bag ‘but being ?exible into con 
tacting register with each other as said contents are 
drained therefrom, said side Walls being provided with 
complementary groups of markings at predetermined 
levels thereon, the markings of the respective side walls 
at each of said predetermined levels ‘being brought into 
juxtaposition to de?ne distinctive composite markings 
visible through the transparent walls of the bag when 
said walls ?ex into contact upon the withdrawal of the 
contents from said bag. 7 

5. In a collapsible bag formed from ?exible plastic 
' material and provided with indicating means for indi 

cating the level of the contents thereof, said bag having 
‘a pair of transparent opposing side Walls being ?exible 
into juxtaposition when said bag is empty and being capa 

'ble of spreading apart to support ?uid contents within 
said bag, said indicating means comprising complementary 
groups of markings at predetermined levels upon said re 
spective side walls, the markings of the respective side 
walls at each of said predetermined levels being brought 
into visible association with each other to de?ne com 
plete graduation markings visible through said transpar 
ent side walls when corresponding portions of said side 
walls at each of said predetermined levels are in juxta 
position. 
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